Dear Laser Golf Ball Owner,
Thank you for ordering a Laser Golf Ball. This document provides information to ensure that you will get
optimal use out of your new putting aid.
We believe that our Laser Putting System is the best tool on the market to learn and perfect the three skills
that define a superb putter; 1) accurate aim 2) precise pace and 3) the ability to returning to square. In
particular, using the Laser Golf Ball indoors will allow you to flawlessly practice these three necessary
putting skills. In fact, the current methods used to practicing putting indoors are flawed. For example,
football coaches would never train their quarterbacks to only throw passes down the middle of the field.
Instead, a quarterback is trained to pass in all directions. Similar rational can be applied to practicing
putting indoors by only hitting putts at the center of the hole. This does not mimic how most putts are
aimed – to the left or right of the hole. Our Laser Putting System turns your flawed putting rug into
perfect place to practice aim, pace, and returning to square in an indoor setting.
"Practice does not make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect” – Vince Lombardi
The Remote Control
1. A button – On
2. B button – Off
3. C button – Keeps the laser on for 4 seconds, after 4 seconds the laser automatically shuts off.
4. The remote control can attach to your clothing permitting hands free use while practicing putting.
General use of the Laser Golf Ball
1. To turn on the laser golf ball, press the small black button found in the middle of the black line on
the laser golf ball. The small black button will pop out slightly. When the button is not flush with
the golf ball, the laser will be ready to activate. Next, press the A button found on the remote
control, the laser on the golf ball should now be illuminated.
a. Refer to “Troubleshooting the laser” if laser does not turn on immediately after pushing
the A button on the remote control.
2. To turn off the laser golf ball, press the small black button making it flush with the balls surface.
a. This will optimize the life of the battery; failure to turn off the laser golf ball will result in
fast discharge of the battery that is supplied upon purchase.
Troubleshooting the laser
1. If the laser does not immediately illuminate after pressing the A button (remote control) with the
black button (golf ball) in the up position, then press and hold down the A button for
approximately 20 seconds. After 20 seconds the laser on the golf ball should turn on. If it does
not, check to make sure the black button on the laser golf ball is switched on (see above).
a. If the laser golf ball does not turn on after following the instructions above, try pulling
slightly up on the small black button to ensure it is successfully reaching the On position
(not flush with the laser golf ball).
2. After prolonged disuse, the above steps may need to be repeated. If these steps fail, try changing
the battery in the Laser Golf Ball (see below).
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Changing the Laser Golf Ball battery
1. Purchase a ½ AA lithium battery.
a. ½ AA lithium batteries can be purchased from most battery stores.
b. A low price for ½ AA lithium can be found at Brooklyn Battery Works.
2. To change the battery, locate the sliding panel located directly below the laser aperture. Pull the
sliding panel out to change the battery. This may require use of a dull object to initiate release of
the sliding panel.
Use of the Laser Golf Ball and important notes
1. View the first ten short videos located at lasergolfball.com to get the most out of your product.
These videos summarize several training benefits of the Laser Putting System and include
additional uses aside from aiming a lined golf ball.
2. Important, this video is imperative if you want to practice aim, returning to square and pace
while practicing putting indoors.
3. To assess if you require adjustments to aiming your putter, returning to square or both, view this
short video. In less than five minutes you will be able to determine which skill to practice for
improved putting.
4. When practicing return to square (RTS) focus on the red laser line on the ball being putted. Do
not look up until you see the red laser line on the ground. This will ensure that you keep your
head down as well as provide a focal point for your eyes and brain to concentrate on. The
attached article found in Golf Digest titled “The Quite Eye” emphasizes the importance of these
concepts.
5. When using our Laser Putting System at dusk, dawn, or on a lighted green, all the benefits of
indoor putting are present. In addition, you are provided an opportunity to practice reading greens
and lag putting in a unique and fun setting. The following videos provide tutorials on using the
Laser Golf Ball outdoors.
a. Practicing outdoors
b. Outdoor breaking putt
c. Lag putting

Most importantly, keep an open mind. As a physician of 36 years I strive to help my patients lead
healthier life styles. However, I find that altering my patient’s beliefs to transition them into this healthier
state to be one of the most challenging aspects of my practice. Nevertheless, I believe it is even more
difficult to convince golfers to accept a novel concept that challenges their current putting practices,
especially a laser putting system. Give your brain time to adjust to my concepts, with enough “perfect”
practice your putting will significantly improve.
Please feel free to call or email me with any questions or comments!
Dan Welch, MD
001-206-355-8094
dwelchlaserball@gmail.com
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